
證書編號 Certificate Number： HL No. 002a 

DIMENSIONS: 28.4cm (Width) 26.6cm (Depth) 52cm (Height) 

NAME:  

Multicolored Hexagonal Vessel with Lotus and Bird Patterns 

Brief Description of HL No. 002a 

This item has a hexagonal mouth, sloping shoulders, large body and hexagonal foot. Its hexagonal form was created in pieces. The paper-thin biscuit ceramic helps create a form that is light, graceful and undeniably elegant. The exquisite white 

texture is solid and dense while the glaze is bright, clean and lustrous. Together, these qualities perfectly convey the dignified, elegant, soft style the piece was meant to have. Even the decorations along the rim and the bottom echo one another. 

Against a ground of red, they are outlined in gold and decorated with frets. For the body, multicolored lotus and crane motifs are painted in a lavish manner on the panels against a ground of blue. Supremely lifelike, the lotuses in clusters have 

abundant foliage and tall stems. Characters in blue can be found at the bottom of the vessel. 

Market price: USD25,900-32,300 

產品簡述： HL No. 002a 

本拍品呈六棱形口，溜肩，墩腹，六棱足。瓶作六方形，拼接燒製而成。瓶胎薄如紙，造型輕盈柔美，胎骨細白堅致，釉質光潔瑩潤，端莊秀美，雋秀柔潤。口沿與底部紋飾相呼應，均以紅地描金飾迴紋。瓶腹開光藍地五

彩繪荷花仙鶴圖案，荷花叢枝葉繁茂，花葉青翠茂密，花枝挺拔，栩栩如生，格調奢華。足內署藍料、 

是為不可多得之收藏品。 

市場價格： USD25,900-32,300 元 

2021.06.17

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2021 年 06 月 17 日

尺寸規格：闊 28.4cm 深 26.6cm 高 

52cm 名稱：五彩荷花鳥紋六棱瓶



證書編號 Certificate Number： HL No. 002b 

DIMENSIONS: 29.2cm (Width) 26.6cm (Depth) 52.7cm (Height)

NAME:  

Multicolored Hexagonal Vessel with Flower and Crane Patterns 

Brief Description of HL No. 002b 

This item has a hexagonal mouth, sloping shoulders, large body and hexagonal foot. Its hexagonal form was created in pieces. The paper-thin biscuit ceramic helps create a form that is light, graceful and undeniably elegant. The exquisite white 

texture is solid and dense while the glaze is bright, clean and lustrous. Together, these qualities perfectly convey the dignified, elegant, soft style the piece was meant to have. Even the decorations along the rim and the bottom echo one another. 

Against a ground of red, they are outlined in gold and decorated with frets. For the body, multicolored flowers and crane motifs are painted in a lavish manner on the panels against a ground of blue. Supremely lifelike, the flowers in clusters have 

abundant foliage and tall stems. Characters in blue can be found at the bottom of the vessel. 

Market price: USD25,900-32,300 

產品簡述： HL No. 002b 

本拍品呈六棱形口，溜肩，墩腹，六棱足。瓶作六方形，拼接燒製而成。瓶胎薄如紙，造型輕盈柔美，胎骨細白堅致，釉質光潔瑩潤，端莊秀美，雋秀柔潤。口沿與底部紋飾相呼應，均以紅地描金飾迴紋。瓶腹開光藍地五

彩繪花仙鶴圖案，各種花朵枝葉繁茂，葉翠茂密，花枝挺拔，栩栩如生，格調奢華。足內署藍料、 

是為不可多得之收藏品。 

市場價格： USD25,900-32,300 元 

2021.06.17 

簽發日期 Issuing Date : 

2021 年 06 月 17 日 

尺寸規格：闊 29.2cm 深 26.6cm 高 52.7cm 

名稱：五彩花鶴紋六棱瓶


